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Submonolayer molecular hydrogen on graphite: A path-integral Monte Carlo study
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~Received 12 July 2001; revised manuscript received 3 October 2001; published 22 February 2002!

We have used path-integral Monte Carlo~PIMC! to simulate molecular hydrogen on graphite at submono-
layer coverage. First we use a flat substrate and we study the first layer for various values of the coverage up
to layer completion. We found that the first layer has a solid-gas coexistence phase at low densities and a
triangular solid phase at and above the equilibrium densityr050.0705 Å22. We also determine that the first
layer promotion coverage is at 0.094 Å22 in agreement with experiment. Second we introduce the full
H2-graphite interaction, i.e., we include the effects of substrate corrugations. In this case we carry our PIMC
simulations on a variety of systems at and below the 1/3 coverage. We calculate the energy as a function of
coverage, contour plots of the molecule probability distribution, the pair distribution function, the static struc-
ture function and the specific heat. When the substrate corrugation part of the interaction is included we find
that at 1/3 coverage the system is in aA33A3 commensurate solid phase. At coverages below that and at low
enough temperature the system exists in solid clusters surrounded by vapor. At coverages below a critical
density, defining a tricrical point, as the system is heated up these clusters melt into a uniform fluid phase. We
find that below the commensurate density and above the tricritical point, as the clusters are heated up, first they
undergo a transition into a phase where the vapor phase disappears and a commensurate phase with vacancies
arises. This commensurate solid melts at higher temperature into a uniform fluid phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.115409 PACS number~s!: 64.60.Fr, 67.70.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular hydrogen films adsorbed on the basal pla
surface of graphite display formation of well-define
layers.1–6 The phase diagram and the structure of the mo
layer have been investigated by a number of experime
techniques, including heat capacity,1–6 neutron scattering,7–18

nuclear magnetic resonance,19 and low-energy electron
diffraction.20,21

Similarly to helium physisorbed on graphite, submon
layer of molecular hydrogen adsorbed on graphite form
A33A3 commensurate structure due to the graphite sur
potential corrugation. When this structure is formed at ar
density ofrc50.0636 Å22, the hydrogen molecules occup
one-third of all the graphite adsorption sites. The diffracti
pattern shows a sharp Bragg peak at the position ok
51.703 Å21. The phase diagram of molecular hydrogen
graphite at and below the 1/3 coverage~where it forms the
perfectA33A3 commensurate structure! is shown in Fig. 1.
At densities below the commensurate densityrc the sharp
Bragg peak remains at the same position. The low temp
ture low density~lower than;0.65rc) phase is composed o
A33A3 commensurate solid clusters surrounded by vap
thus, this phase contains the commensurate structure g
rise to the same Bragg reflection. This phase coexistenc
also supported by the fact that the heat capacity isothe
vary linearly with coverage. As the temperature increas
the A33A3 commensurate solid phase melts into a tw
dimensional~2D! fluid phase. The melting temperature c
be determined from the specific-heat single peak. At cov
ages above;0.65rc and up torc the specific heat show
two anomalies. First above a certain temperature of orde
K, the vapor-phase component disappears and a unif
A33A3 commensurate solid phase with vacancies covers
0163-1829/2002/65~11!/115409~12!/$20.00 65 1154
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entire surface. In this coverage range the second specific
peak, which appears at higher temperature, is due to
melting of this uniform commensurate solid. This is th
order-disorder transition of theA33A3 commensurate
phase. In the immediate neighborhood ofrc a value of the
specific heat critical exponentsa of 0.3360.03 is obtained.5

This value is in excellent agreement with the theoreti
three-state Potts molel value ofa51/3 ~Refs. 22–25! as in
the case of the helium isotopes.26 This phase transition and
the tricritical point belong to the universality class of th
three-state Potts model as proposed by Alexander.27

Above 1/3 coverage the phase diagram is more comp
and includes an incommensurate solid phase, a domain

FIG. 1. The phase diagram of molecular hydrogen on grap
for coverages at and below the 1/3 coverage where it forms
perfectA33A3 commensurate structure~Ref. 5!. The coverage is
expressed in units ofrc50.0636 Å22, the density of the complete
A33A3 commensurate solid. The horizontal dashed lines den
cuts where the specific heat is computed by our PIMC met
which is discussed in the following sections.
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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KWANGSIK NHO AND EFSTRATIOS MANOUSAKIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
solid and a domain wall fluid phase.5 These phases have n
been unequivocally characterized experimentally.

There are already certain theoretical studies of molec
hydrogen on graphite. Ni and Bruch,28 using the Hartree-
Jastrow approximation and the Lennard-Jones potential,
culated the ground state energy and the nearest-neig
spacing for monolayer solids of H2 adsorbed on the basa
plane surface of graphite. Gottlieb and Bruch,29,30 using a
Jastrow-variational approximation, calculated the energy
the structure of the commensurate and the domain-w
monolayer solids of molecular hydrogen adsorbed on gra
ite. Novaco31 calculated the ground state energy and den
of states for theA33A3 commensurate solid phase of mon
layer H2 adsorbed on graphite using a self-consistent pho
approximation and investigated the effects of anisotro
admolecule-carbon interaction.

In this paper we present our results on submonolayer
lecular hydrogen adsorbed on the basal plane surfac
graphite using the path-integral Monte Carlo~PIMC! simu-
lation method. Using the PIMC method32 and a given inter-
action model one can calculate, within only small statisti
errors, the properties of a given number of boson partic
~of the order of hundred or more!, include the effects of
permutations arising from the particle identity. A detail
outline of the application of PIMC to4He systems can be
found in Ref. 32. More recently this method has been
tended to study quantum films similar to molecular hydrog
on graphite taking into account strong substr
corrugations.33,34 The PIMC simulation method has alread
been used to study molecular hydrogen systems. Exam
of such applications are small clusters of parahydro
molecules,35,36 bulk solid molecular hydrogen,37,38 the pure
2D system of hydrogen molecules,39 and the surface melting
of molecular hydrogen.40

In this paper we have simulated molecular hydrogen
graphite using the semiempirical Silvera-Goldm
potential41,42 for the interaction between two adsorbed m
ecules. For detemining the full interaction of a hydrog
molecule with the graphite we have used the Crowell-Bro
model43 for the H2-carbon interaction and the expansion d
veloped by Steele44 and Carlos and Cole.45 First we have
considered a flat graphite substrate by taking the later
averaged potential~ignoring substrate corrugations!. We give
a detailed analysis of the full phase diagram of a monola
of molecular hydrogen on such a featureless graphite s
strate up to first layer completion. However, the substr
corrugation plays a fundamental role in the formation of
A33A3 commensurate solid phase and the other pha
which are defined by the presence of the substrate perio
ity. Therefore, we have used the full interaction and we h
studied the first layer up to 1/3 coverage. The results of
PIMC calculations for a corrugated substrate are given
Secs. IV–VII.

II. THE COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

A. The interaction potential

In the simulation we assume that the H2 molecules can be
represented as spherical particles interacting with a se
11540
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empirical potential. We choose the form given by Silvera a
Goldman41 for the interaction between two hydrogen mo
ecules. The Silvera-Goldman model is a reliable potential
simulations at low temperatures and pressures.

The usual approach44,45 for evaluating the interaction
V(r ) of a hydrogen molecule located atr with the graphite
surface assumes that it can be written as a sum of H2-C
interactions

V~r !5(
i

U~r2X i !. ~1!

The pair potentialU is assumed centered at the equilibriu
positionsX i of the C atoms. Crowell and Brown43 used the
following anisotropic 6-12 potential to describe the intera
tion between a hydrogen molecule and a carbon atom on
graphite surface

U~r !52AF3

4
~12h!

cos2u

r 6

1
1

4
~115h!

1

r 6
2S 11

h

2 DsCH
6

r 12 G , ~2!

whereu is the angle between the graphitec axis and the line
joining the molecule and the carbon atom. The definitio
and the values of parameters can be found in Ref. 43A
53.469 Å6, h5P' /Pi53.5 is the ratio of the atomic po
larizabilities perpendicular and parallel to the graphite c a
and for H2 graphite. ThesCH53.25 Å is a length of the
order of the core of the H2-graphite interaction.

Following Steele44 and Carlos and Cole45 one can write
the hydrogen graphite surface interaction as

V~r !5V0~z!1 (
GÞ0

VG~z!exp~ iG•R!, ~3!

whereG is a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector th
corresponds to the graphite substrate surface andR5(x,y) is
the projection ofr5(x,y,z) on the surface plane.

Crowell and Brown43 derived the laterally averaged inte
action potential for a hydrogen molecule on the basal pl
surface of graphite and the potential includes explicitly t
anisotropy of carbon atoms in the graphite surface. Using
interaction~2! and the method developed by Steele44,45 they
find

V0~z!52
prsA

h0
4 S 3

8
~11h!z~4,x!2

sCH
6

5x10h0
6 S 11

h

2 D D ,

~4!

where h053.35 Å, the distance between graphite ba
planes,rs50.382 Å22, the areal density of carbon atoms o
the graphite surface. The variablex5z/h0 and z(n,x)
5( j 50

` ( j 1x)2n is a Riemann zeta function.
Using this laterally averaged potential for a hydrog

molecule on the graphite surface, a WKB method, and
renormalized Numerov technique, Crowell and Brown43

have determined the bound state energy levels and comp
9-2
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SUBMONOLAYER MOLECULAR HYDROGEN ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
the results with experimental results. The discrepancy
tween calculated values and experimental values of the
ergy levels for the lower lying levels is about 6%.

Using the same interaction~2! and following closely the
method developed by Steele44 and extended by Carlos an
Cole45 one finds the following form for the corrugation ap
plitude:

VG~z!52AprsbGS G3

128
~12h!

K3~Gz!

z
1

1

8
~115h!

3S G

2zD
2

K2~Gz!2
sCH

6

120 S 11
h

2 D S G

2zD
5

K5~Gz! D ,

~5!

whereKn are modified Bessel functions and

bG5exp~2 iG•a1!1exp~2 iG•a2!, ~6!

wherea1 anda2 are the positions of two carbon atoms in t
unit cell on the graphite surface.

B. PIMC method

Taking the previously mentioned interactions between
drogen molecules and hydrogen-graphite into account
have used the same PIMC method developed by Pierce
Manousakis.33,34

We have carried out two calculations: One is perform
by using for the interaction of a hydrogen molecule and
graphite, the laterally averaged potential. The results
tained with this potential are given in the next section.
addition we have included the effects of the substrate co
gation by including the term given by Eq.~5!. The results
obtained with the full H2-graphite interaction are presente
in Secs. IV–VII.

In the absence of the substrate corrugation amplitu
since the total potential is a spherically symmetric pair int
action, we use the matrix-squaring method in order to ca
late the high temperature density matrix. The value of
imaginary time step used in this calculation ist
51/(120 K). We have usedl 52 level bisection while the
l 53 level gave too low acceptance ratio in this case.

In order to simulate the first layer with the substrate c
rugation, we have used the so-called semiclassical appr
mation for the expression for smallt ~high temperature! of
the part of the density matrix33 associated with the aniso
tropic interaction of a hydrogen molecule with the graph
surface. Part of our PIMC simulation method is the mu
level Metropolis method.33 In the multilevel bisection
method it is important to choose the best value ofl. We have
usedl 52 for the calculations with the laterally average p
tential and l 53 for the calculation with corrugations. W
have computed expectation values for the total energy,
static structure factor, the probability distribution, the dens
profile and the specific heat. To thermalize the system,
typically carried out of the order of 15 000 MC steps. Aft
the thermalization process we carried out of the order
20 000 MC steps in order to compute observables.
11540
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Before we began our investigation of the adsorption
molecular hydrogen films on graphite, we checked our p
gram using various tests, one of which was the followin
Crowell and Brown43 calculated the bound state energy le
els using the same laterally averaged potential. They so
the Schro¨dinger equation using a WKB method and th
renormalized Numerov technique and they quoted a sin
molecule-substrate binding energy of approximat
2455 K. In PIMC we can easily compute the single partic
binding energyEB to the graphite surface by simulating on
hydrogen molecule on graphite. Our calculated value aT
50.8 K is EB52452.660.1 K. If this result of our calcu-
lation is extrapolated to zero temperature it should be lo
ered by an amount of the order of 1 K. Any additional sm
difference is due to the finite-size substrate used in our
culation ~we used a 21.03 Å324.283 Å size substrate!
which raises the H2 kinetic energy of the H2 molecule.

III. FIRST LAYER
WITHOUT SUBSTRATE CORRUGATION

In this section, we neglected the substrate corrugation
plitude VG(z) and used only the laterally averaged porti
V0(z) of the interaction of a hydrogen molecule with th
graphite surface. As shown in the next section, the subst
corrugation amplitude plays an important role on the ph
diagram of the monolayer. Due to the strong influence
the substrate corrugation potential, the monolayer exhibi
A33A3 commensurate solid phase at low coverages and
dergoes a commensurate-incommensurate transition v
formation of domain-wall phases at higher coverages.

We expect that the phase diagram of the monolayer w
out the substrate corrugation to be similar to that of the p
2D hydrogen film.39 Helium on a smooth graphite surfac
using a laterally averaged potential has been simulated
Whitlock, Chester, and Krishnamachari46 using Green-
function Monte Carlo and by Pierce and Manousakis47 using
the PIMC method. The phase diagram of helium on
smooth graphite surface is similar to the pure 2D heliu
film.48

Gordillo and Ceperley39 studied a pure 2D system of hy
drogen molecules and calculated the total energy per hy
gen molecule and the static structure factorS(k) as a func-
tion of molecular hydrogen coverage. They found
minimum energy at the coverager50.064 Å22 where the
2D molecular hydrogen film has a solid phase. The sta
structure factor has one sharp peak atk51.7 Å21 corre-
sponding to a triangular lattice. They also found a fluid pha
for r,0.059 Å22.

In our simulations we input the total number of particle
the area of the simulation cell, and the temperature in e
run. We kept the size of the simulation cell constant a
changed the total number of particles in order to vary
density. The size of the simulation cell has been chosen
that the cell can accommodate the periodic structure o
triangular solid phase because we expect that the monol
of molecular hydrogen has a triangular solid phase just
fore the first layer is complete. We have used a rectang
9-3
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KWANGSIK NHO AND EFSTRATIOS MANOUSAKIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
simulation cell with dimensions 21.03 Å324.28 Å and ap-
plied periodic boundary conditions in thex-y plane.

We have calculated the total energy per hydrogen m
ecule as a function of hydrogen coverage at 1 K. The val
for the total energy per hydrogen molecule are given in Ta
I. The minimum energy ise052477.50(7) K at the equi-
librium densityr050.0705 Å22. For a pure 2D system o
hydrogen molecules, the density with the lowest energy
hydrogen molecule is 0.064 Å22,39 lower than our result.
This can be easily understood by the fact that confining
system in strictly 2D increases the kinetic energy due to
additional zero point motion.

In Fig. 2 we give the total energy as a function of hydr
gen coverage at 1 K. We shifted the total energy by subtr
ing a value ofNe0, where N is the number of hydrogen
molecules ande0 is the minimum energy per hydrogen mo
ecule. As the solid-gas coexistence phase is unstable
total energy in the coexistence region between two sta

TABLE I. Energy per hydrogen molecule versus density for t
first layer without the substrate corrugation. The simulation cel
21.03 Å324.283 Å. The number in parentheses gives the erro
the last decimal place~s!.

r(Å 22) E/N(K) r(Å 22) E/N(K)

0.0020 2452.588(61) 0.0705 2477.500(72)
0.0196 2465.045(96) 0.0744 2475.424(41)
0.0294 2468.698(40) 0.0783 2473.096(27)
0.0392 2470.111(62) 0.0822 2466.984(17)
0.0490 2472.527(37) 0.0861 2461.206(25)
0.0587 2475.917(23) 0.0881 2456.539(131)
0.0627 2475.893(50) 0.0901 2453.588(17)
0.0646 2476.074(37) 0.0920 2451.467(41)
0.0666 2476.259(30) 0.0940 2450.791(26)
0.0685 2476.562(5) 0.0960 2444.780(58)

FIG. 2. Total energy as a function of coverage on the smo
graphite substrate atT51 K. The energy is shifted byNe0, where
N is the number of hydrogen molecules ande052477.50(7) K,
the minimum energy per hydrogen molecule.
11540
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phases~a gas phase and a solid phase! has an upward curva
ture. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the energy values a
above the straight line from zero density to the minimu
energy densityr0. Thus, for densities between zero covera
and the equilibrium densityr0 there is a solid-gas coexist
ence region. In the density region abover0 the system is in
a solid phase as demonstrated next.

We have calculated the structure factorS(k) shown in
Fig. 3. At the lowest density,S(k) has a peak atk
51.55 Å21 and bends upward for low values ofk instead of
going to zero. This indicates that we have a mixture of so
and gas and that we observe a solid-gas coexistence p
The static structure factor at the equilibrium coverage
shown in Fig. 4. It has just a single sharp peak atk
51.79 Å21. This indicates that the molecular hydrogen a
sorbed on graphite forms an equilateral triangular so
phase. For 2D molecular hydrogen films the static struct
factor at the equilibrium density has a solid structure fac
with also a single sharp peak at a smaller valuek
51.7 Å21.39 In Fig. 4 we also show the static structu
factor at the promotion density, 0.094 atom/Å22 where we
also find a single sharp peak atk52.07 Å21. The solid
phase at this density is an equilateral triangular solid ph
and the nearest-neighbor distance of hydrogen molecule
3.505 Å.

We have calculated the pair distribution functionsg(r ) at
the solid-gas coexistence region, at the equilibrium dens
and well inside the solid region. Here,r 5uRu is the magni-
tude of the projection of the distance vector between t
particles onto the plane of the substrate. For the three lo
coverages, the first peaks are located at the same valuer
as shown in Fig. 5. This indicates that the average separa
distance of nearest neighbor particles in the coexistence
gion is close to the one at the equilibrium coverage. Ho
ever, for densities above the equilibrium coverage the fi

s
n

h

FIG. 3. Static structure factorS(k) at the coverages 0.049
~filled circles! and 0.0588~open circles! Å 22 and atT51 K. These
coverages are in the coexistence region. At the lowest densityS(k)
bends upward for low values ofk.
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SUBMONOLAYER MOLECULAR HYDROGEN ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
peak’s position is shifted from 3.759 to 3.379 Å as shown
Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7 we give the contour plot of the probability dis
tribution for the densityr50.0294 Å22. As we have dis-
cussed, for this coverage the system is in the solid-gas c
istence region. The figure shows a snapshot of the solid
coexistence phase. The hydrogen molecules form a clu
which incompletely covers the substrate surface area.
contour plot of the probability distribution at the equilibriu
density is shown in Fig. 8 where an equilateral triangu
solid phase is clearly seen. Figure 9 shows the contour
of the probability distribution at the density 0.0940 Å22.
The hydrogen molecules also form a triangular lattice a

FIG. 4. Static structure factorS(k) at the equilibrium density
~open circles! and the completion density of the first layer~filled
circles! and at T51 K. The peak positions arek51.79 and
2.07 Å21, respectively.

FIG. 5. The radial distribution functiong(r ) at T51 K and at
densities 0.0294~circles!, 0.0490~squares!, and 0.0588~diamonds!,
all of which are below the equilibrium density. The first peak
located at the same value ofr for the three values of the density.
11540
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they are closer together at nearest neighbor distance ofr NN
53.505 Å.

From the density profiler(z) we can determine the den
sity where the first layer is complete and the second la
starts to form. The density profiles for three densities
shown in Fig. 10. The coverager50.094 Å22 shows no
evidence of promotion. The beginning formation of the se

FIG. 6. The radial distribution functiong(r ) at the equilibrium
density~open circles! and the completion density of the first laye
~filled circles! and atT51 K. The first peak position moves from
3.759 to 3.379 Å.

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the dens
0.0294 Å22 for T51.0 K. The hydrogen molecules incomplete
cover the substrate.
9-5
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KWANGSIK NHO AND EFSTRATIOS MANOUSAKIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
FIG. 8. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the equ
librium density 0.0705 Å22 for T51.0 K. It forms an equilatera
triangular solid phase.

FIG. 9. Contour plot of the probability distribution at th
completion density of the first layer 0.0940 Å22 for T51.0 K. It
forms an equilateral triangular solid phase.
11540
ond layer is clearly visible at the densitiesr50.0960 andr
50.0979 Å22. Thus, the promotion density is approx
matelyr50.094 Å22, which is the same as the experime
tal value.

IV. FIRST LAYER WITH SUBSTRATE CORRUGATION

An ideal basal plane of graphite consists of open he
gons with each carbon atom having three nearest neigh
ing carbon atoms. The graphite substrate corrugation po
tial is relatively strong for physisorption but is short rang
perpendicular to the substrate. Near the graphite surface
effect of the substrate corrugation on the phase diagram
the first layer has to be taken into account. It is well know
that commensurate monolayer solids of helium adsorbed
graphite are directly related to the substrate corruga
amplitude VG(z) of the helium-substrate holding
potential.33,47,49,50 In the following three sections, we wil
present our results for the first layer when we use
molecule-graphite potential which includes the laterally a
eraged potential given by Eq.~4! and part given by Eq.~5!
which gives the substrate corrugation.

We have usedt51/(200 K) in the calculations of this
part. We have implemented a variety of simulation cells t
are appropriate for examining different phase regions of
phase diagram. We have applied periodic boundary co
tions in thex andy directions.

The A3ÃA3 COMMENSURATE SOLID PHASE

In order to accommodate the periodicity of the adsorpt
sites of graphite and theA33A3 commensurate solid phas
we have chosen the simulation cell with dimensionsx
56A3 agr and y515 agr , whereagr52.459 Å is the dis-
tance between the centers of two neighboring hexagons

FIG. 10. Density profiles atT51 K and for several coverages
0.094 ~solid line!, 0.0960~dashed line!, and 0.0979~long-dashed
line! Å 22. The coverage 0.094 Å22 shows no evidence of promo
tion. The beginning of formation of the second layer is clearly v
ible at the higher densities.
9-6
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SUBMONOLAYER MOLECULAR HYDROGEN ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
the graphite surface. This cell can accommodate 60 hydro
molecules at theA33A3 commensurate solid density. W
kept the size of the simulation cell constant and changed
number of particles in order to vary the density. At exac
1/3 coverage, which corresponds to an areal density or
50.0636 Å22, we find aA33A3 commensurate solid struc
ture. In Fig. 11 we give the contour plot of the probabili
distribution of H2 molecules on graphite. The dots deno
graphite-H2 potential energy minima. Notice that the H2
molecules occupy one-third of all the possible adsorpt
sites and they form aA33A3 solid.

At high temperature~above 20 K! this commensurate
solid melts to a fluid of molecules uniformly distributed o
the surface of graphite. Structure factors and other obs
ables have been calculated and are shown in the follow
section.

VI. COMMENSURATE SOLID CLUSTERS

Below the 1/3 coverage and at low temperature we fi
that the system exists in a phase consisting ofA33A3 com-
mensurate solid clusters surrounded by vapor. In this co
istence phase as the density increases hydrogen mole
condense from the vapor phase to this commensurate
structure.

We have calculated the total energy of the first layer
practically zero temperature in order to determine the cov
age range of the commensurate solid-vapor coexiste
phase using the Maxwell construction, which can be use
identify the unstable regions.

The values for the total energy per hydrogen molecule
given in Table II for several coverages. The minimum ene
per hydrogen molecule isemin52476.8860.05 K and oc-
curs at the A33A3 commensurate solid densityrc

FIG. 11. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the com
mensurate solid phase density 0.0636 Å22 for T51.33 K. The
filled circles indicate graphite adsorption sites. Hydrogen molecu
occupy one-third of all the potential minima. Molecules form
triangular solid lattice with 4.26 Å nearest neighboring spacing
11540
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50.0636 Å22. In Fig. 12 we give the shifted total energy a
a function of hydrogen molecule density. The energy valu
are shifted byeminN, whereN is the number of hydrogen
molecules in the simulation. If we draw a line from ze
density to the commensurate solid densityrc , all intermedi-
ate energy values are above the line. This means that
energy values between zero density and theA33A3 com-
mensurate solid density are unstable and a phase separ
occurs at these densities. A commensurate solid-vapor c
istence phase occurs between zero density and theA33A3
commensurate solid densityrc50.0636 Å223 and is fol-
lowed by theA33A3 commensurate solid phase atrc .

In order to find out if the first layer has a commensura
solid-gas coexistence phase and aA33A3 commensurate
solid phase for our determined coverages, we have comp
the probability distribution and the static structure fac
S(k). For these calculations we have chosen the simula
cell with dimension x56A3 agr and y59agr .

s

TABLE II. Energy per hydrogen molecule versus density f
interaction with the substrate corrugation. The simulation cel
25.554 Å336.885 Å. The number in parentheses gives the e
in the last decimal place~s!.

T(K) r(Å 22) E/N(K)

1.333 0.0318 2470.307(31)
1.333 0.0424 2471.983(22)
2.000 0.0530 2473.328(27)
2.000 0.0636 2476.879(45)
2.000 0.0678 2471.518(25)
2.000 0.0721 2468.903(69)
2.000 0.0763 2464.781(67)
2.000 0.0806 2459.141(14)
2.000 0.0848 2450.492(71)
2.000 0.0890 2440.143(19)

FIG. 12. Total energy versus density with the substrate corru
tion. The energy is shifted by a value ofNe0, whereN is the num-
ber of hydrogen molecules ande052476.879(45), the minimum
energy per hydrogen molecule.
9-7
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In Fig. 13, the contour plot of the probability density
presented for a temperature 1.0 K and for covera
0.0424 Å22. In this figure, filled circles indicate adsorptio
sites of graphite. We see a commensurate solid phase c
isting with the gas phase. In Fig. 13 a commensurate s
phase is formed in the bottom and a gas phase is forme
the top. In this case because the temperature is low the v
phase has no molecules. Notice that as in theA33A3 com-
mensurate solid phase shown in Fig. 11, hydrogen molecu
in the lower part of the periodic substrate of Fig. 13, a
occupy one-third of all the adsorption sites of graphite. T
demonstrates directly that below 1/3 coverage and at
temperature the system forms aA33A3 commensurate-solid
phase surrounded by vapor.

In order to obtain some information on the structure
each phase, we have calculated the static structure fa
S(k) at the densityrc50.0636 Å22 of the A33A3 com-
mensurate solid phase and densities belowrc . The static
structure factorsS(k) are shown in Fig. 14. The first peak fo
the three cases shown are at the same position and the
heights of the static structure factor increase as the den
increases. The peak’s positions arek51.70 Å21 and k
53.40 Å21. This means that the phases have theA33A3
commensurate solid structure and it is exactly what has b
observed experimentally by neutron scattering. In
A33A3 commensurate solid phase, the nearest-neigh
spacing of hydrogen molecules is 4.26 Å corresponding
k51.70 Å21.

For coverages below theA33A3 commensurate solid
densityrc , the static structure factorsS(k) do not go to zero
as k approaches zero. This is due to the fact that the s
phase has a finite spatial extent due to the phase coexis
with the gas phase.

In order to study the melting of the commensurate so

FIG. 13. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the de
sity 0.0424 Å22 for T51.0 K. The filled circles indicate graphit
adsorption sites. Hydrogen molecules are located near the pote
minima. The commensurate solid phase is separated from the v
phase by a boundary layer.
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cluster phase, we have computed the specific heat for sev
temperatures. The specific heat can be calculated by di
entiating the total energy value with respect to the tempe
ture. At the melting temperature the specific heat has a m
mum and a peak in plotting the values of the specific hea
a function of temperature. We have calculated the spec
heat at the densities 0.0281 Å22 and 0.0390 Å22 ~these
temperature scans are shown in Fig. 1 by the two low
horizontal dotted lines!. We make use of the simulation cel
with dimensions 42.59 Å344.262 Å and 38.332 Å
336.885 Å, respectively. The values of the total energy
hydrogen molecule are given in the Table III. Figures 15 a
16 show the temperature dependence of the specific h

tial
or

FIG. 14. Static structure factorS(k) at the densities 0.0530~tri-
angles!, 0.0566 ~squares!, 0.0636 Å22 ~circles!. The number of
particles are 30, 32, and 36, respectively.

TABLE III. Total energy per hydrogen molecule at the densiti
0.0281 and 0.039 Å22. The number in parentheses gives the er
in the last decimal place~s!.

r50.0281 Å22 r50.039 Å22

T(K) E/N(K) T(K) E/N(K)

5.714 2469.810(80) 6.667 2470.388(50)
6.667 2468.845(169) 6.897 2470.081(132)
7.143 2467.428(228) 7.143 2469.862(113)
7.692 2466.409(231) 7.407 2469.241(116)
8.0 2465.359(214) 7.692 2469.109(89)
8.333 2463.979(188) 8.000 2468.529(143)
9.091 2460.847(144) 8.333 2467.590(204)
10.0 2458.263(112) 8.696 2465.993(256)
11.111 2456.138(140) 9.091 2464.814(271)
12.50 2454.301(82) 9.524 2463.079(173)

10.00 2461.799(138)
11.111 2459.890(96)
12.500 2457.945(74)
14.286 2455.884(23)
9-8
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The values used in the figures are given in Table IV. T
filled circles in the figures correspond to the experimen
specific-heat values1–3 at the same density. Our estimate
melting temperatures are lower than the experimental res
In order to compare our computed specific heat with
experimental specific heat, our results have been shifted
the amounts of 2.8 and 3.4 K in the temperature axis. T
disagreement may be attributed to both finite-size effects
to the hydrogen-graphite interaction. Notice, however t
basic characteristics of the specific heat such as the loca
of the peak, the peak height and its width and their tempe
ture dependence are well reproduced with no free par
eters.

FIG. 15. Specific heat versus temperature at the den
0.0281 Å22. The filled circles are the experimental data at t
same density. The results of our calculation have been shifted
2.8 K along the temperature axis.

FIG. 16. Specific heat versus temperature at the den
0.039 Å22. The filled circles are the experimental data at the sa
density. The results of our calculation have been shifted by 3.
along the temperature axis.
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These calculations were performed on a special purp
32-node 64 processor machine~built by one of the authors
see HRL http://stratos.fsu.edu! dedicated for more than a
year to this calculation. Unfortunately taking the thermod
namic limit ~i.e., studying the dependence of our results
the system size and from that to take the infinite size lim!
requires computational resources far beyond what is real
cally available. However, we expect and we found that
increasing the system size the critical temperature incre
and this reduces the disagreement with the experiment.

As the temperature increases, the system undergo
transition from a commensurate solid cluster phase to a
gas phase at the melting temperature~the location of the spe-
cific heat peak!. In Fig. 17 we present the contour plot of th
probability distribution at the temperaturesT56.67 K and
T512.5 K at the densityr50.0396 Å22. At the higher
temperature all the adsorption sites of graphite are occu
with equal probability.

VII. COMMENSURATE SOLID WITH VACANCIES

A single peak occurs in the specific heat as a function
temperature at low densities as shown in the previous

ty

by

ty
e
K

TABLE IV. Specific heat at the densities 0.0281 and 0.03
H2 /Å 2. The number in parenthesis gives the error in the last d
mal place~s!.

r50.0281 H2 /Å 2 r50.039 H2 /Å 2

T(K) C/NkB T(K) C/NkB

6.667 1.014~197! 6.897 1.337~613!
7.143 2.975~596! 7.143 0.888~706!
7.692 1.855~591! 7.407 2.346~613!
8.0 3.413~1024! 7.692 0.466~513!
8.333 4.140~856! 8.000 1.884~546!
9.091 4.134~313! 8.333 2.818~746!
10.0 2.843~201! 8.696 4.407~903!
11.111 1.913~161! 9.091 2.984~943!
12.50 1.323~117! 9.524 4.008~742!

10.00 2.687~465!
11.111 1.719~152!
12.500 1.400~88!

14.286 1.154~44!

FIG. 17. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the de
sity 0.0396 Å22 for T56.67 K and T512.5 K. At higher tem-
perature all the adsorption sites of graphite are occupied with e
probability.
9-9
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tion. At higher coverages below theA33A3 commensurate
solid density and above the tricritical point~which corre-
sponds to an approximate coverage of;0.65rc), the specific
heat has two anomalies. We computed the specific heat a
density 0.0519 Å22 for several values of the temperatu
~this temperature scan is shown in Fig. 1 by the upper do
line!. The total energy per hydrogen molecule and the s
cific heat are given in Table V. The specific heat as a fu
tion of temperature is compared to the experimen
results1–3 ~filled circles! in Fig. 18. The transition from the
commensurate solid-vapor coexistence phase to the uni
commensurate solid phase occurs at around 8 K and the tran-
sition from the commensurate solid phase to the gas ph
occurs at around 10 K. Our critical temperatures are low

TABLE V. Total energy per hydrogen molecule and specific h
at the density 0.0519 Å22. The number in parenthesis gives th
error in the last decimal place~s!.

T(K) E/N(K) C/NkB

6.667 2472.508(80)
7.143 2472.244(30) 0.553~180!
7.692 2471.633(136) 1.113~253!
8.333 2470.812(58) 1.281~230!
8.696 2470.372(81) 1.214~274!
9.091 2469.387(148) 2.492~426!
9.524 2468.502(144) 2.044~478!
10.0 2467.073(172) 3.000~471!
11.111 2464.194(111) 2.591~184!
11.765 2462.897(75) 1.985~204!
12.50 2461.810(13) 1.478~103!
13.333 2460.784(28) 1.231~37!

14.286 2459.712(32) 1.126~44!

16.667 2457.166(39) 1.069~21!

20.0 2453.660(51) 1.052~19!

FIG. 18. Specific heat versus temperature at the den
0.0519 Å22. The filled circles are the experimental data at t
same density.
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than the experimental data for two main reasons. First fin
size effects tend to reduce the transition temperature. Sec
our H2-graphite interaction potential is somewhat weak
than the true interaction. The potential we used gives a b
ing energy for a single molecule with the substrate of ab
455 K which is smaller than the measured value of 483 K51

We computed the probability distribution and the static str
ture factorS(k) at the three different regions. In Fig. 19 w
give the contour plot of the the probability distribution fo
different temperature values. Notice that we can iden
three different phases in this figure: a commensurate s
cluster phase which forms at low temperature; the cont
plot that corresponds toT59.09 K shows the presence o

FIG. 20. Static structure factorS(K) for three different values of
temperature at the density 0.0519 Å22.

t

ty

FIG. 19. Contour plot of the probability distribution at the de
sity 0.0519 Å22 at various values of temperature. The plots sho
are ~a! top row left,T56.67 K; ~b! top row right,T58.33 K; ~c!
bottom row left,T59.09; ~d! bottom row right,T513.33 K.
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SUBMONOLAYER MOLECULAR HYDROGEN ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 115409
the commensurate solid phase with vacancies; at temper
higher that 10 K for this density we can identify the g
phase. The static structure factor is given in Fig. 20. Fr
this figure it appears that the vacancies are uniformly dist
uted inside the solid. Our simulation indicates that the
cancy mobility in the commensurate solid is low whic
makes the simulation of this phase difficult because of v
long relaxation time scales.

VII. SUMMARY

Submonolayer molecular hydrogen on the graphite ba
plane surface is a strongly correlated 2D system where q
tum fluctuations are large because of the low molecu
mass, weak Van der Waals interactions and reduced dim
sionality. Nevertheless the system avoids states which are
product of quantum fluctuations and exhibits a phase
gram which has an analogy in classical 2D systems. H
ever, to quantitatively understand these phases one nee
use full quantum statistical mechanics. We have used
PIMC method to study the submonolayer phase diagram
or below the 1/3 coverage where it forms aA33A3 com-
mensurate solid. We have been able to verify most of
features of the experimentally determined phase diagra5

Our approach is limited by the interaction potentials us
and by the finite-size effects. Due to the fact that we treat
the quantum mechanical effects including the effects of p
ticle permutations exactly, we can only simulate systems
volving of the order of 100–200 H2 molecules. Our ap-
proach, however, gives direct information on the molecu
molecule correlations and structures formed on the surfa

We have computed the total energy as a function of c
erage, the molecular pair distribution function, structure f
tors, molecular probability distribution, density profile as
function of the distance from the graphite surface, and
specific heat as a function of temperature for various cov
ages. We have carried out two different calculations:~a! one
ur

-
.

a
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using only a laterally averaged potential and~b! another
where we have taken into account the effects of subst
corrugation. For the latter we used a form for the H2-graphite
interaction similar to the Carlos-Cole45 potential for the He-
graphite interaction, but appropriate for the H2-graphite case.

In the case of the flat substrate, using the laterally av
aged potential, we carried our calculations up to a cover
where the first layer is completed and the next layer start
form. We found that the first layer has a solid-gas coex
ence phase at low densities and a triangular solid phas
and above the equilibrium densityr050.0705 Å22. We also
find a layer promotion density of 0.094 Å22 which is in
good agreement with the experiment. In order to investig
the commensurate solid formation and structure we nee
take into account the effects of substrate corrugations. W
we do that we find that at low temperature below a critic
density the system forms a mixture of a phase ofA33A3
commensurate solid clusters and a vapor phase. Staying
low this critical density and by raising the temperature t
clusters undergo melting at a definite temperature giving
to a specific heat peak. At densities greater that this crit
density and below 1/3 coverage we find that the specific h
has two anomalies as a function of temperature. At low te
perature the system is in the same mixed phase as in the
density region. As the temperature becomes higher tha
coverage-dependent critical temperature, the system tr
forms into a single phase, aA33A3 commensurate solid
with vacancies. Above another characteristic covera
dependent temperature, the commensurate solid melts in
uniform fluid.
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